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Ferràn Rizo, is a professional magic performer from Spain. He is a great 
lecturer who has teach his magic in the best Magic Circles of  Spain, such as 
SEI (Spanish Society of  Magicians) CIMAPS (Circle of  Professional 
Magicians from Madrid), CIC (Circle of  Illusionist from Castellón) and best 
magic schools as Ana Tamariz School, Magic Furni School, As de Picas

He also toured Great Britain with his lecture “With the Rizos” with  a great 
succes performing at British Magic Society, The Gathering, South Downs
Magicians, Leamintong, Surrey Society of  Magicians, Shropshire Magical Society, 
Bradford Magic Circle, Coventry Magic Circle, Paisley Magic Circle among others…

As Magic History lecturer, he has created: “Frakson, life and magic”, and co-
worked with Spanish Magic Historian Ramón Mayrata in the lectures “The 
golden era of  magic”, “Mysteries of  Masqueline, Devant, De Kolta and 
Pepper”

Due to the last year success in the UK tour with his lecture “With the Rizos” 
he has prepared another tour with new material. In it you will discover a 
totally new lecture with some tricks taken from his professional artistic 
repertoire and some material that he call Relax Magic, to perform elsewhere 
with not much complications. Some tricks will be performed by his wife, 
Nataly the magician. Don't miss this chance to see them perform

WiththeRizos
again



The gentleman magic of Ferràn Rizo

“Ferràn is able to communicate a conception 
of  magic based on thoroughness in detail, in 
the ease and in the handling when he 
performs a trick. He has psychological 
strategy that never miss the reactions of 
spectators. His lectures, will be of  great 
interest to amateurs but also to professional 
magicians, because they will have access to 
some of  his tricks ,  taken from his 
professional repertoire. Tricks, the he 
improved, thanks to the analysis, to the 
practice, and thanks to the relation with his 
audience. I associate his magic with Frakson, 
the master whom Ferràn is writing a book 
about”

Ramón Mayrata

“Ferràn is in love with magic, and of  the masters 
of  the past. His magic culture is based on a wide 
knowledge of  the classic magic effects, its style, its 
essence, its techniques and its aesthetic. Everytime I 
see Ferràn, perform magic I cannot help thinking 
that he is the result of  a visceral passion for the 
fine magic of  the great magicians of  the past, the 
result of  his natural owns talents and a vast 
experience as a performer. So, we must celebrate 
that he decided to share his magic secrets with the 
magic community. Madame et Monsieur… Ferràn 
Rizo”

Ricardo Rodriguez

“If  I only had one word to define Ferràn's magic would be
“elegance”. Elegance in his handling, in his tricks, in his mise-enscene, and the 
way in which he relates with his audience. Even his sense of  humor is elegant. 
If  we add to this, his rough experience and his first rate magic, we have a great 
magician from head to toe”

Alberto de Figueiredo

Ferran & Nataly Rizo came highly 
recommended to me by Juan Tamariz and 
when I saw their lecture I could see why.  
They are a highly skilled and very likeable 
couple and have some wonderful routines 
and effects for members of  all skill levels.  I 
would recommend them for any club night! 
Steve Gore, President and Entertainments officer, Bradford 
Magic Circle

“The Rizo’s paid a visit 
to Paisley  Magic Circle 
last year. Their lecture 
was both informative 
and entertaining. They 
are a delight to to deal 
with and nothing was 
too much bother.”

Tommy Templeton

Ferran Rizo lectured at the Leamington and Warwick Magic Society on 20th 
September 2017 with Nataly Haydee Machado Vincenti. They were very friendly 
people who not only shared their excellent skills and magical knowledge but also 
their passion for magic which i personally found extremely inspiring. I 
particularly liked their Boston Box coin routine which has encouraged me to start 
developing a routine of  my own. Highly recommended.

John Needham



WiththeRizos
again

...second English tour...

With the Rizos again is a unique and original lecture in which you will discover 
some of  the best tricks created by Ferràn Rizo. Those tricks are taken from his 
artistic repertoire. Magical conjures that are tested on real audiences and 
improved during the years. Secrets with cards and coins that are not published 
nor revealed still. Also, you will discover Relaxed Tricks, magical effects with not 
complicated manipulations but with a strong impact on spectator minds. For the 
same price of  the lecture you will see perform Nataly, who is a choreographer, 
dancer and magician. Don't miss out this opportunity to enjoy this fantastic 
lecture at your magic circle.

King Father: “This is the story about a king and his three sons that pretend to be 
kings but in fact they are not…” this is the begin of  this classic effect based on 
ace assembly but performed in an original way with clear and easy handling. 
An effect that you will fool magicians with every vanish.

Washed Deck: in this original plot, you will show a complete blank deck of  
playing cards, then like a magical painter the magician will paint one by one the 
four aces of  the deck. As a big finale, the deck will transform into an ordinary 
deck to continue your séance. An unbelievable trick for the audience

Musical Coins: A trick with no voice in which the hands will dance at the 
music and will make three coins appear from an invisible purse then vanish 
in the thin air. A fantastic and poetic trick to include in your act giving an 
artistic look to your season.

What I’m going to see:
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again

...second English tour...

My rising cards: This is one of  the Ferràn favourite trick and one of  the most powerful 
trick to the audience you could perform at close-up. In Ferràn's version you will be able to 
let the audience examine the deck at the begin and at the end of  the routine without 
knowing the secret. This is a personal version in which Ferràn has worked from the 
begin of  his magical professional career with passion.

The Storm: In this trick, you will be made all your audience participate in a small 
miracle. Your spectators will become actors and extras of  a film. The first actor 
represented by a card will immersed in the vastness of  the deck that represent the sea. 
Suddenly a storm will make the card be imperil but the magician will have made it 
disapear and reappear in an impossible place

Torn and restored: Discover a new and practical way to perform this classic effect



---But there are more lectures---
Clic on the image bellow to download first English Tour Lecture

And clic  to download a fantastic workshop about billiard ball here
manipulation. It is a complete curse to learn in four hours all the 

necessary to present your own complete billiard ball act

Contact us
magferran@gmail.com

Do you want whatsapp him? add this number
0034 678409937
Get more info in

www.ferranrizo.com
Feel free to follow him on the social networks

Clic on icons to go sites
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pXH3x8_G4RX6h7UdYh8G7OJFHP36I4Ok
http://www.ferranrizo.com
https://www.facebook.com/FerranRizo
https://www.instagram.com/ferran_rizo/
https://twitter.com/ferran_rizo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoTZNGcJrS-UxhRUjKUpPpQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pXH3x8_G4RX6h7UdYh8G7OJFHP36I4Ok
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